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This book is useful in two ways. First, it gives insight into the workings
of the NGO community internationally, and especially in the United
States. The authors argue that increased concern for the environmental
impact of development projects (there are detailed case studies on the
Arun III hydro-power project in Nepal and the Samut Prakarn
Wastewater Management project in Thailand, pp.103-25) is a product of
NGOs lobbying the institutions and the member states. The book
highlights a paradox of US hegemonic power. NGOs criticise the United
States for exerting too much influence over the institutions, yet this same
influence gave the US NGOs the necessary leverage to push their
environmental concerns to the top of the political agenda: ‘The US NGOs
seemed more confident of American power than was the US government
itself’ (p. 101). The second way this book is useful is in opening up the
door to future study, since the project undertaken here is too large to be
fully explored even by the eloquent and concise prose found in these 184
pages. The authors claim to open the ‘black box’ of the institutions by
critically looking at the internal politics, states and non-state actors, but
there is little systematic attention to the role of states except the United
States as a hegemonic leader. The work could also be expanded to cover
the many other multilateral institutions beyond the few looked at here,
and into NGO lobbying in issue areas other than the environment.
This book has a broad potential audience, and satisfying all of them
may be impossible. To those in the IR field who study multilateral
governance, the book’s conclusion makes comforting reading because
Boas and McNeill advocate reform of the system, rather than the radical
position of dismantlement. A multilateral approach to development
policy in the international system, no matter how flawed, is better than
no system at all. 
ROBERT KISSACK
Robert Kissack is a Research Student in the International Relations
Department at the London School of Economics and Political Science
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Jonathan Nitzan and Shimshon Bichler, The Global Political Economy of
Israel (London: Pluto Press, 2002, 407 pp., £60.07 hbk., £19.95 pbk.).
The Global Political Economy of Israel is a gripping read, for specialists and
non-specialists alike. Amateurs of novel theoretical explorations into the
field of political economy will enjoy the authors’ truly original and often
controversial analysis of economic phenomena, such as capital
accumulation, stagflation, corporate amalgamation and global
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integration, while readers less versed in economic theory will appreciate
the authors’ avoidance of unnecessary jargon and propitious
explanations of the terms they use. But the greatest merit of the book
undoubtedly lies in its remarkable combination of challenging
theoretical analysis and fascinating empirical investigation of the Israeli
and US economies, spiced with some delightfully embarrassing details
about Israel’s most respectable politicians and businessmen. 
Before drawing the reader into a whirlwind of intrigue and power
politics surrounding the armaments, oil and high-tech industries, Nitzan
and Bichler expose the mechanism whereby the dominant capital groups
within an economy attain and maintain their supremacy. In contrast to
the standard approaches, the authors look beyond the apparent form
and persistently search for the winners and the losers in the economy. In
order to show that the economic aggregates, such as inflation rates and
GDP, conceal massive gains for the largest core corporations, they
develop a new theoretical framework that places the notion of capital
accumulation by groups of dominant capital at the centre of the political
economy of capitalism. Defining capital as ‘power over cooperation’ (p.
10), the authors assert that modern capitalists do not aim at ‘profit
maximisation’, but rather at ‘beating the average’, which gives them the
power to ‘restructure society and affect its overall development’ (p. 9).
Their aim is therefore relative rather than absolute, hence the focus on
differential accumulation.
Central to the authors’ analysis are the two regimes of differential
accumulation — breadth and depth. A large firm can accumulate
differentially either by expanding the size of its workforce faster than the
average (breadth) or by raising its profit per employee faster than the
average (depth). What emerges is a view of the political economy of the
twentieth century as a pattern of breadth and depth cycles. The former
periods are characterised by ‘rapid proletarianisation, economic growth
and corporate amalgamation, relatively low inflation, more open
political institutions, and a certain easing of social conflict’, whereas the
latter are commonly associated with ‘stagflation, crystallisation of
political institutions, and intensifying social conflict’ (p. 15). 
After closing the theoretical Chapter 2 with a brief illustration of
the general pattern of regime alternation, the authors tackle the
formidable task of tracing the history of Israel’s ruling class (Chapter 3).
In a painstakingly researched account, they show that the early Israeli
State — contrary to conventional wisdom that portrays Israel as
embracing socialism until recently — played a critical role in creating the
institutional context for the emergence and consolidation of Israeli
dominant capital. In the context of breadth that followed the annexation
of the lands conquered in 1948 and the inflow of new immigrants’ cheap
labour, the state distributed Palestinian land and property and allocated
the foreign capital inflow (initially from the German reparation
payments and later from the US Government) to five core
conglomerates. When the breadth regime approached its internal limits
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in the late 1960s, the Israeli economy entered a depth phase, with
armament and finance as the principal vehicles of differential
accumulation. The winners of the two decades of crisis were none other
than the dominant capital groups, which gained from the stagflation of
the Israeli economy in the 1970s with its concomitant militarisation and
intensification of the Middle East conflict, and Israel’s growing
dependence on US assistance. 
Refocusing their view on the broader region of the Middle East,
again searching for those who won from the regional conflicts and
energy crisis of the 1970s and 1980s, the authors circle in on the major oil
companies, the OPEC countries, the arms manufacturers and key
financial institutions — the ‘weapondollar-petrodollar coalition’. The
growing symbiosis between these groups is claimed to have developed
in the context of the ‘commercialisation of arms exports on the one hand,
and the politicisation of oil on the other’ (p. 26). As international arms
trade was increasingly privatised in the 1960s, thus necessitating direct
money payments for arms, and oil became increasingly subject to state
control, the intertwining of the profits in the two sectors led to an
establishment of a pattern of ‘energy conflicts’ (p. 198), which erupted
after each sustained period of negative differential accumulation in the
oil sector (and consequently, in the arms export sector). The shift
towards a new breadth regime of high technology and corporate
amalgamation in the 1990s replaced the trigger-happy ‘weapondollar-
petrodollar coalition’ with the ‘technodollar-mergerdollar coalition’,
dominated by large high-tech firms and financial institutions that
demanded peace in the Middle East. Although the thesis may, at first
sight, evoke murky images circulated by various conspiracy theorists,
Nitzan and Bichler provide an account that is too serious and too well
documented to entertain such fears. 
HANNAH STARMAN
Hannah Starman is Director of the Centre for Hebrew
and Jewish Studies at the Institutum Studiorum Humanitatis (Graduate
School of Humanities), Ljubljana, Slovenia
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Ethan B. Kapstein and Branko Milanovic (eds.), When Markets Fail:
Social Policy and Economic Reform (New York: Russell Sage Foundation),
2002, 235 pp., £20.00 hbk.).
This volume sets out to provide some insight on current social policy
developments in emerging markets, using a regional comparative
approach. The contributors focus on numerous reform options and
policy experiments, which are becoming increasingly important, given
